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LIVE SPORTS & TV WITHOUT CABLE TV

Start your free trial. No commitment. Cancel anytime.

Start free trial












372 channels available in




Not your home location? Update the ZIP code above.







Sorry, there are no titles that match your criteria.  Please try again.
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Which Plan is best for you?

Start your free trial. No commitment. Cancel anytime.


Pro
$20 off the first month


$59.99/mo*
$79.99/mo



156 channels

1000 hours Cloud DVR

Watch on up to 10 screens at once

Free Trial


* $59.99 for the first month, then $79.99 per month.

Start free trialLearn more





Elite
$20 off the first month


$69.99/mo*
$89.99/mo



222 channels

1000 hours Cloud DVR

4K included

Watch on up to 10 screens at once

Free Trial


* $69.99 for the first month, then $89.99 per month.

Start free trialLearn more





Latino
$8 off first month


$24.99/mo*
$32.99/mo



62 channels

250 hours Cloud DVR

Watch on up to 2 screens at once

Free Trial


* $24.99 for the first month, then $32.99 per month.

Start free trialLearn more









Browse all available plans
Additional taxes, fees, and regional restrictions may apply

What to Watch

The perfect mix of sports and entertainment. Live and on demand.

SportsShowsMovies
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Watch on all 
 your devices.

Download the free fubo apps for all your devices. 
 Watch what you want, when you want.

See all apps and devices








Frequently Asked Questions

Can I record games & shows?
Yes, most of our plans come with 1000 hours of Cloud DVR space at no extra charge; while our Latino plan comes with 250 hours of space included. Record and watch from any device. Your recordings never expire.

How many devices can I simultaneously watch on?
Most of our plans allow you to watch on up to 10 devices at once on your home internet connection, plus three on the go. With our Latino plan, you’ll be able to watch on up to two devices at the same time.

What devices can I watch Fubo on?
You can watch Fubo on your computer, iPhone, iPad, Android phone and tablet, Roku, Apple TV, Xbox, Chromecast and Amazon Fire TV.

Can I stream shows on my TV?
Yes. The easiest way to watch Fubo on your TV is with a Roku, Apple TV, Amazon Fire TV or Chromecast. Simply install the Fubo app on your device to stream on your TV.

Does Fubo have channels like ABC, NBC, FOX and CBS?
Yes, Fubo has ABC*, CBS*, FOX* and NBC* as well as MTV, VH1, SHOWTIME, HGTV, MSNBC, SYFY, USA, Bravo, Food Network, E!, and Discovery Channel among others. *Regional restrictions apply.

Can I watch soccer leagues live with Fubo?
Yes! Fubo networks broadcast Premier League, Champions League, MLS, Ligue 1, Liga MX and many others leagues and tournaments.

Are leagues like the NFL, NBA, MLB and others available?
Absolutely! Not only does Fubo have the NFL, NBA and MLB, but you can also watch NHL, NASCAR, MLS, golf, tennis, boxing, MMA, college sports and more. Plus, we have every golf major, tennis major and Triple Crown race as well as full coverage of specials like the Super Bowl, World Series, NBA Finals, Stanley Cup Playoffs and Olympics.

What are some shows I can watch on Fubo?
Fubo gives you live and on-demand access to top shows like This Is Us, The Simpsons, The Bachelor, Shark Tank, Keeping Up with the Kardashians, House Hunters, Saturday Night Live, Chopped, The Rachel Maddow Show, The Conners, Family Guy, Atlanta, The Masked Singer, American Horror Story, Billions, Shameless, Ray Donovan… the list keeps growing.
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